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SECTION 1
	
!	 !f	 INTRODUCTION
The changing requirements of space propulsion systems, particularly
for large space vehicles and high specific impulse missions, have
pointed up the need for efficient inert gas thrusters. The inherent
compatibility of an inert gns propellant and its expanding plume with
ispacecraft surfaces is obvious. The available supply and negligible
environmental impact of inert gas propellants are also significant
reasons for their use in large space s ystems. Aside from space pro-
pulsion, applications of efficient inert gas ion sources to terrestrial
uses such as etching, polishing, micromcchining, and sputter coating
have been identified.
The work described in this report was performed under Contract
NAS3-20393, "Inert Gas Ion Source Development," administered b y NASA	 f
Lewis Research Center. The report describes the modifications neces-
sary
 to convert an existing magneto-electrostatic containment (MESC)
discharge chamber to argon-xenon operation and the methods used to
optimize its performance.
	
I	 j	 1.1	 HISTORICAL ION SOURCE PERFORMA:;CE
Electrostatic ion thrusters have been developed primarily for cesium
	
h` and mercury propellants. Sources and distribution of neutral and
	
1	 charged particle fluxes, their interaction with spacecraft, and possi-
	
4	 1,2ble corrective measures have been studied b y
 several investigators.
A Recently there hac been considerable interest in inert gases, particu-
larl y
 xenon and argon, as propellants. Table 1-1 lists some pertinent
parameters for the four leading propellants. Since thruster electrical
	
j	 performance is enhanced by
 high atomic weight and by
 low ionization
i
1
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potential, xenon thruster performance will tend to be somewhat lower
than mercury or cesium thruster performance. Argon which has an appre-
ciably lower atomic weight than .xenon and a higher ionization potential,
will have the lowest performance of the group.
TABLE 1-1
PROPELLANT CHARACTERISTICS
i
I'
Argon Xenon Cesium Mercury
39.9 131.3 132.9 200.1)
24.2 7.4 7.3 4.8
15.8 12.1 3.9 10.4
27.6 21.2 25.1 18.8
Atomic Weight
q/m, soul/kg (x 105)
Ionization Potential V1
loni:ation Potential V2
A factor favoring the inert gas propellants is their relatively low
charge exchange cross section. Surprisingly, perhaps, inert gas
propellant storage appears not to be a problem; the ratio of propel-
lant to tankage weight is as high as for cesium with one-third the
propellant density.
it has been showti by a number of workers that electron bombardment
thrusters perform satisfactorily using inert gases as propellants. 3,4.5
Studies indicate that the best technical choice for space propulsion
applications is xenon. b
 Argon is a possible alternate propellant
when cost is also considered. For purposes of perspective, historic
data on xenon sources are compared with data on mercury and cesium
sources in figure 1-1. As might be expected, the data for each pro-
pellant improve with time, and typical eV/ion values are arranged in
the same order as the ionization potentials.
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1.2 ON SO URCE rz CILNilWCA
Electron bombardment ion thrustecr use :/ l •enning t, , pe discharge to
ionise the thruster propellant V 4. rhis propellant diacharge is
initintod and sustaint.i by .-tn electron current from the cathode to
the anode structure that passes through the propellant to the dia-
charge •' hamp er.	 lolls generated in this dkocharge b y electron :ol-
lisions with propellant atoms are extracted tram its downstream
f	 stirtact, ht' accelerating alectric fields which are applied to the
electrode svotem.
1'he major source of ineff i , fancy tit the ionising discharge is the
recombiilat ion of foils otl the wal i s ,`t till` discharge c liamt w er.	 'rite
Ions that ditttlse to the wal l and recombine itltlrit he rel,`illLed tit
order Ca Achieve iltgh propel IAilt MANN Utili:at011 et t lc 1:e11cv.	 the
,,1nvontional . • learns at minimizing ioll wall losses is to appl y :111 axial
"Mo ilis tic ti oid to Oollt ain the plasma.	 1110. ma ►;netic field forms a
magnotic "bottle" that opens in the Liowiistre.i.n direction ,`t fall flaw.
rhis approach has two inherent problems. First, the .magnitude it the
:i Y tal magnetic tleid that call he applied is l.,alt.`d to low levels by
the i..w plasma density :Ind low discharge voltage. Secondl y , the
plasmil Is	 111 the center of the discharge chamber h% the
Jx11 forces acting on the , Il.ii ged part 1c les.	 These two problems com-
bille to limit the .11ass etiicloll:% and beam current density kmkcm'1
a conventiolial thruster call .lchleve.
1.3	 `:ESC LOO S lt t'RCF
1'lle aagnt`to-elec[ras[atic cont.lin;tent thruster Yep resents a radical
dop.lrtnre trom conventional thruster design anki permtts it :Irtlitt-
c:nit increase tit efficien, • v b y pYOV,dillg a hokilidittv :it the dischavrw
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chamber walle, which reflects a large fraction of both form and elec-
trons approaching it. Ions are reflected by an electrostatic field
at the boundary while electons are reflected by a magnetic field.
Another favorable aspect of the configuration is the low magnitude
of the residual magnetic field within the discharge chamber plasma
volume. Since the magnetic field or J x 4 force is the major cause
of plasma .tensity gradients at the screen electrode, the HESC tech-
nique provides a very unifovin plasma density to allow efficient ion
extraction with uniform geometry electrodes
The basic configuration of the magneto-electrostatic plasma contain-
u meat	 boundary	 is	 shown	 in ti. ,.;ure	 1-2.	 Me magnetic configuration is
an array of magnetic pole strips where adjacent	 poles are of opposite
polarity,	 All	 are backed with a common magnetically soft material
and are maintained at
	
the same potential as, the thruster cathode.
Between each pcir of pole strips 	 is an anode	 strip electrically	 iso-
lated	 from the magnets.
UIonic wall	 losses	 are minimized by an unique
	 interraction between the
r, yE9C geometry and discharge plasma
	 that	 results	 in a reflec,ivu
electrostatic potential
	 at	 the plasma boundar y .	 An electric
	 field
applied perpendicularly
	 to a magnetic
	 field(E x B)	 produces	 a plasma
drift	 velocity perpendicular to both.
	 In the MESC design,
	 the plasma
near adjacent anodes drifts
	 in opposite directions as the magnetic
fields	 alternate
	 in sense.	 Given the operational
	 conditions,	 the dis-
charge plasma
	 viscosity	 is sufficient
	 to	 retard	 the	 induced drift and
to minimize the resultant counter EMP associated with
	 it.	 This effect
produces a plasma
	 potential	 a	 few volts negative of the anodes
	 that
reflects	 the	 ions	 back	 into the discharge plas ­ia.
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Figure 1-2. Basic MESC Configuration
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Plasma viscosity, V, is mainly due to momentum transport by ions. Rte
formula for viscosity is:
S/2 
M 
1/2
T - 2.21 x 10 -16 T +	
+	
newton-sec
In o	 m2
where In of is a slowly varying function of Maxwellian electron tem-
perature and plasma density referenced by Moore, 7 and T+ and M+ the
ionic temperature and muss, respectively.
Discharge plasma electron losses are controlled by the magnetic and
electrical field configuration within the discharge chamber. Since
the magnets are at cathode potential, they are negative with respect
to the discharge plasma and thus retard electron losses to the poles.
Direct el{ ^r	 diffusion to the anodes is prevented by the transverse
magnet: field between poles which causes the electron to undergo
multiple collisions to reach the magnetic field lines joining the pole
faces and the edges of the boundary anodes. Hence, the relative
position of the magnet poles and anodes controls the electron current
to the anodes. This position is an important parameter in thruster
optimization.
The original MESC development was performed under NASA Contract
NAS7-587 in 1968, using cesium as the propellant. 7
 The original hard-
ware wits modified for operation with mercury
 under Intelsat Contract
CSC-SS-189. 8
 A smaller version w.is developed using cesium for flight
on ATS-6 9
 under NASA Contract NAS5-21192, and a 12 centimeter version
was developed in flight prototvpe form under Intelsat Contract
IS-45::.10
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As indicated in figure . 1-1, some of the best ion source performance
reported, as cLaracterized by high propellant utilization and low
energy consumption per ion extracted, have been achieved with this
series of MESC thrusters.
1.4	 ORGANIZATION OF ME REPORT
TOW
.r
r
	 1
u
u
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For clarity, this report has been divided into several sections.
Section 2 discusses test apparatus, and Section 3 presents test
results. Section 4 provide ,: a summary.
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sECTION 2
TEST APPARATUS
2.1	 12 cm HEXAGONAL MESC I oN SOURCE
2.1.1	 MESC HEXAGONAL DISCHARGE CHAMBFR DFSIGN
The 12 cm hexagonal discharge chamber was the first ucsigned to utilize
the magnetoelectrostatic containment concept. Reduced to practice,
MESC geometry is an array of alternating strip anodes and permanent
magnets positiored orthogonally to the discharge chamber center line.
11he MESC pattern is repeated along the side of the chamber in Hexa-
gonally shaped rings of anodes and magnets. To maintain the same
pattern on the rear wall, the alternating hex rings grow smaller in
size approaching the chamber center line. The rear wall central
region consists of a hollow cathode on axis situated inside the
cathode pole magnet. The cathode pole magnet is a right circular
cylinder 2.25 cm in diameter. A schematic of the discharge chamber is
shown in figure 2-1.
The ARMCO iron discharge chamber walls complete the magnetic circuit
between adjacent perm,mnent magnet rings. Fach hexagonal shaped magnet
ring is composed of six bar magnets that are magnetized perpendicular
to the discharge chamber wall. The A1NiCo magnets of each ring have
the same polarity with fields of approximately 3500 gauss at the indi-
vidual magnets in the direction of magnetization.
	 Che magnetic field
sense alternates from ring to ring. As the fields of adjacent rings
are equal and opposite, they tend to cancel over the major portion of
the. discharge chamber volume, thus limiting the significant field to
the zone near the chamber walls. This field varies as an inverse
function of radial disrlacoment from the magnets.
	 (See figure 1-2.)
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Figure 2-1. MESC Thruster Schematic
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The positions of the anodes in this field are used to contain the dis-
charge plasma ions and control the electron current to the boundary
anodes.
The magnetic field terminates with an it,3n mirror piece on the down-
stream end of the discharge chamber. The mirror piece is attached to
the chamber walls and functions as a virtual magnet next to the screen
electrode.
Boundary andoes are interspersed between the hexagonal AlNiCo ;magnet
rings to establish the HESC t x ^ field configuration at the edge of
the discharge plasma region. Me hexagonal shaped anode structures
are made from 0.25 mm thick, non-magnetic stainless steel with a "U"
cross section. Sides of the anode channel extended into the discharge
b	 region and are dimensioned to equalized anode electron current densi-
ties based on test data. In anode placemant, the item of importance is
that portion of the anode that intercepts the critical magnetic field
Line. In this regard the top of the "U" and the edge of a flat anode
are identical.
	 (see figure 1-2). The anode "U" channel design
facilitates radial position adjustments by changes in height of the
"U" without removing the entire anode. It has been demonstrated with
I (	 other propellants that the U-shaped design has the same operational
characteristics as a flat anode strip at the same radial position in
the magnetic field.
i
Details of the magneto-electrostatic boundary theory nave been previously
!!!	
repoTted.7 The theory found the boundary anode position in the mag-
netic field is a function of the general discharge plasma density,
plasma temperature, and the plasma resistivity. Resistivity is a slowly
varying function of plasma density and electron temperature. Boundary
I	 anode electron diffusion current is governed by the following relationship
in a simplified two dimensional case.
i	 2-3
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1^ltert
11	 -	 general	 diach.IIKt . 	 I I I asma	 ,ienstty
V - plasma	 :eaistivity
k - Rolt:mar.n's 	 constant
P - plasma	 temperature	 (T	 -	 T	 • T - )
R - Magnetic
	
fiel.t	 parallel	 to	 the	 dtsclutr*e	 chamher walls.
►^ d -Center	 or distance of the nul ► nrts
e - Electron charge
heasoll.thle	 "miss	 tit ili .-at ion	 efficienc y	 is	 u,tt :tl ly	 totttt,t	 at	 die+ch.t, ke
potentials	 .ipproxtntatel y 	three	 times	 the propellant's	 tirst	 ionization
potential.
	 As	 the	 plasma	 trmpera'ure	 is	 determine,!	 by	 the	 propellant
heist.}	 tested,	 the	 mitgiletiC
	 field	 ;must	 he	 adlumted	 r 	 compensate	 for
ttie Changes
	
in allode cut rent	 leas	 is accomplished	 by	ra,itaI	 intwe-
:vent
	
of	 the	 individual	 anode.
In	 prim: I 	 it	 is	 pos	 iI , Ie	 to	 crleitIata , 	optimum hottndary	 anode	 radial
po-1iti ,'It 	 Ki\ • et1	 the	 test	 ..as	 plasma	 operational
	
oil 
.Itacteristies.	 Ano,le
positIoIts	 Ca1CUlated	 b y	 titi9	 :net hod	 were	 found	 to	 a I'll roxtmlt1 ,	tttt
ptacenu• lit	 tit , cessary
	for opt itimm di scharge	 ; hanither
	 pt , rformettice.
	 lle-
viation	 between	 the	 calculated	 att.i
	
-to tIla	 locations	 1,rohahl y 	re sit Ite•d
from Its tmg	 the	 s ► mpIifIed	 two	 diuu • rsIonal	 :a y e	 trt	 Acrivtn^	 the	 diffu- 
situ current relationship. 	 Actual	 anode positionin g. was .tit	 iterative
proceNs	 tls i ng	 teat	 data	 to e(pia l i ze	 mo l d y - tO-4110de	 e l to t ron , lrrrent
1L ienstties	 with	 maximum	 mass	 uttlizAtIoll	 efficienc y	.ttt.t	 •nintnlutn	 .hs-
{1i :IIJt'ge	 power	 0ollNtt:npttk i ll	 keV/I Oil ^.
Ii
Pest	 Ka. was	 supplied	 to tilt ,tischat-ge	 through	 Cite	 cA010,t y	and main
t	 1	 f feet	 ring	 plenum.	 Flow	 to	 the	 :.i(1wdt-	 w.ts	 used	 primaril y	to	 Control
t
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Iithe discharge electron current. Feed ring flow determined tilt- ton
heam current. The feed ring had sixty-one 0.32 mm diameter (toles
drilled in its downstream surface to distribute the main gas flow
uniformly into the discharge chamber. The plenum also functioned
as a boundary anode between the cylindril-al cathode pole magnet and
the next larger hexagonal magnet.
the cathode, cathode baffle structure, magnets, chamber walls and %creed
grid were tied together electrically to operate at positive high voltage,
V	 I'lie feed ring; operated at a-aode Potent III l.
. l .2
	
HOLLOW CA I'HODF: SUBASSF'A BLY
Me inert pas hollow cathode subassembly used in testing was composed
of three component parts designed to fit the inside diameter of the
cathode pole magnet. A 3.2 Imn diameter cathode on .axis was encircled
by a 1.1 cm diameter stainless steel ket'per electrode support tube
that was enclosed in a I  cm diameter stainless steel baffle disk
support tube. Tubes were used to support the keeper electrode and
baffle disk as well as provide heat shielding between the cathode
.and cathode pole magnet. Boron nitride sleeves ware used for
electrical isolation between the keeper support tube and other
hardware. The cathode subassembly is shown in figure 2-2 -
2.1.2.1	 Inert Cas Hol low Cathode
the inert gas hollow cathode was s milar to the most recent mercury
I1
cathode designs described in the literature.	 I'hc orifice plate was a
2 percent thoriated tungsten disk thAt was coualtersunk half its thick-
ness and electron beam welded to a tantalum tithe. 	 I'he cathode diameter
was restricted to 3.2 nun because of dimensional limitation in the dis-
charge chamber. Tests were conducted with cathode orifice diameters
ranging from 0.36  to 0. (1 4 imn as suggested by J. 1). So%-ev . 12
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2-6	 OF POOR QUALITY
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The cathode was heated to temperature with a coil of sw:►ged refractory
heater wire slipped over the ^athode. The heater sheath was 1.0 mm
diameter with a 0.2: mm diameter tucgaten rhenium conductor. This design
concentrates _he cathode energy into the emitter. Electrical continuity
wasestablished b y
 crimping the sheath to the conductor at the down-
atream end of the element.
A barium aluminate impregnated porous tungsten emitter was used in testing.
Its dimensions were 2.54 cm long b y
 0.24 cm outside diameter and 0.114 cm
inside diameter as suggested by W. Kerslake. 11 Tests were conducted with
the emitters located against the upstream surface of the orifice plate.
The cathode orifice plate was located 1.0 to 1.5 nm ► upstream of the dis-
charge chamber axial magnetic field maxima. 	 In the original MF.SC
development effort report by Moore. ? it was found that electron injection
at 1.3 mm upstream of the maxima minimized discharge plasmA impedance
and/or the cathode flow needed to achieve it. Moving the cathode further
upstream increased the impedance and produced discharge oscillations.
hownstream movement increased the discharge energy or e1' /ion. These
results were reconfirmed in inert gas ion source optimi-:,tion tests.
2.1.2.2	 Cathode ^ubcisscmbly
The keeper electrode was 3.2 mm diameter ring of l.0 rtnn tantalum wire
suspended 1.5 mm from the face of the cathode. The ring wa-+ held in
position with four tantalum wires spotwelded to a stainless steel keeper
tube. The keeper was positioned by ti ')e movement. Boron nitride sleeves
electricall y
 isolated keeper potential hardware from th(: cathode heat
shielding and the baffle tube.
A control rod through the vacuum bulkhead positioned the I.h mm iiameter
baffle support tube on the ion source centerline, ':he baffle disk was
cantilevered on the end of the housing tube with s;.)otwelded Stainless
wires.
f%
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PRUIMINARY CATHODE TEST
!1
II
-77-7
j	 2.1.3
Preliminary cathode tests were conducted to investigate certain
aspects of cathode design. The tests evaluated operational effect
of changes in the heat shielding, keeper electrical isolation con-
figuration, and cathode orifice site.
i
rests were conducted in a 30 by 90 cm stainless steel vacuum system
1 pumped by a 25 cm diameter oil diffusion puml: equiped with a freon-
t	 chilled cyro elbow. The relative limited pumptng speed for a noncon-
• densible gas restricted the tests to gas flows less than 100 mA equi-
valent. % 'alibrated power conditioner meters and a rotometer measured
the electrical characteristics and cathode gas flow rate.
A 29 mm diameter cylindrical anode with a stainless steel screen over
the downstream end was used in testing. the screen had a geometric
transparencv of 30 percent. The screen open area plus the area between
the baffle housing and anode was equal to about 1/3 the open area of
the accel grid used in the ion source tests. 	 1'he test apparatus is
shown in figure 2-3.
"?.1.3.1	 Component Tests
Different heat shielding configurations were tested to determine
which provided the minimum operational temperature and maximum
thermal isolation between the cathode and ion source pole magnet.
The best results were seen with three lavers of 1 mm thick fiber-
frax paper, 2.0 cm long, set back 0 . 6 cm from the cathode orifice
plate. Further reductions in the shielding dimensions increased
the cathode pole magnet temperature above 210 `C reducinc the mag-
netic :field.
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The keeper electrode was used to initiate and maintain the discharge.
J. 12. Sovey 12 found tnert gas discharge initiation could he enhanced
by applying a 3.0 kilovolt pulse to Lite keeper during startup. 	 I'he
cathode still assemhIV uts d in MESC inert gas testa was orillinail y de-
signed for Ittercury operation where a S00 volt do potential was applied
to Initiate Lite discharge. Use of the pulse starting tschniatie required
improvement Of the electrical isolation between the keeper and cathode.
Test results found boron nitride sleeves hetween the keeper and the baffle
hotising tube .ind cathode could stand oft Lite pulse potential. I'he sleeves
initially were plagued with electrt,:al breakdown aCrusa the downstream edge
after several (tours of operation. deducing the length of the aleeves post-
tioned the face l.} cm upstream of the orifice plate eliminating the problom.
Uifierent cathode orifice diameters were tested to determine the correlation
between orifice size and orifice plate temperature during spot mode opera-
ti011.	 A 1.5 mm thick b y 3.2 mm uiameter thortated tungsten orifice plate
was used. For these test y , the orifices were countersunk 0.75 mm on the
downstream surface and ranged tram 0 .33 to 0.58 ir►m in diameter. Uri five
plate temper. ► tttre WAS measured with .t 1 p"wer optical pyrometer through a
view port located o0 cm downsirtam of the cathode.
Test data showed cathode operational temperatures were a tunction of emis-
sion current and/or orifice diameters. 'remperatures were found to be
directly proportion a l to emissi o n currents for .• atho.ies with Lite saute ori-
fice Aiamettirs. Conversel y . the fourth power of temi s erature was tound to
he inversely proportional to orifice area for c a thode.-4 with dittering ori-
fice diameters when opera ted at stmilar emisak on currents. More concisely,
1' _ A I
	 where t = cathode electron e ►nis y ion current
e	 t
Using Lite Stefan - BoItZman rt'l a tionship:
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 as emta.ivity wa. a function of tt,mp	
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The
temperature ratios at difforetit electron eint ism ion curt , ettta allowit In
table 2-1 wore take frtm toots conducte.l with 0,33 :w.1 0.41 ilsn
dialtsater orifices	 'h the +.lint ,
 heat ohiel.ltilK :ut.i keeper electrode,
confi1guration,
1•A111.F 2-1
CA11100F FLYMON !?t1ss10N t:I i RRFNr 1'F'RSt'% RADIAr11'F' VNFROY LOSS
Flo. t roil d^ o T4 t	 TFmi as I oll 1 2 2	 2
Current
1 .1. 1 .1'1 4R	 TltAmpa l
0. 't t O. SB 0.	 j 0.67 0.(1
1.10 0 .:111+ 0.72 0.0i
1.50 0.84 0.134 0.71 
2.20 0,K` 0.14 0. t'I
t	 ;
r
liht` t t,
.i l ^ 0. 1 1 rmi	 t	 ,
.1 ^ ^ ll , .. i nlnt
r l	 rentp 0.33 mm orifice	 t
1'^	 1'rm{. 11..1 tnin orific v
i
of 0.31 !nin orifice
t, ^ Fin t :+ si t w i t ^• .`t 0,-. 1 min ort fice
Ct^ 1 um11:+ nlnnhr r 2 Alt,i ti Show t AI I- I Y gw0 't t'XI, t'r 1 III t,111 .11 .1Itreemeltt
Cathode I t,tllpeCaCl11'e 1• e r`4 11 !1 t . Iv tl'.` tt VIII !i 111 oll :tirrv%It char a. t er is !:S
t.• et • e t01111d t., change with tone :II1.1 villtasion cllrrettt k-,wratiotlal levy,
n^—z	 .---r ----^-r-- —
rAn=
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Initial "darkening" was quite rapid with the rate of change in arparent
emissivie dimini p hin with time. Cha nges in .-miasivit y were iY	 K	 K	 . pproxi -
m,ttely exponential and could be represented b y tile- cl.+ss of functions
c	 c o + br	 s + t, (I - r - t/k)
'»he re :
t • emissivity
c
0 
a original emissivity
t' . emissivity change characteristic, of material
k 0 a constant determined from emission current operational level
t a time, (duration of operacion)
fable 2-2 shows cathode operattonal test results.
u.
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the catho.le temh.'r;iture-ver Au s"flectron ein1 4 14 iOil current line it reIat ioti-
ship was later applied to operation of a cathode in the ion source.
Using a curve produced from the 0 . 43 mni diameter cathode data shown in
tab to 2-2, the temperature , of a 0.'58 tmu dia meter cathode k1periting at
2.7 amperes of .-mission* was calculated to be IN , 00C. Mea, g live ►nent Of
the cathode temperature with a platimun-platimum rhodium thermocouple
found it to be 1290 0C or about 6 percent in orror. Thi s represents
fairly good agreement, as the calculated temperature was hased on
extrapolating the 0.43 mm Bathe a orifice date at 2.2 to 2.7 amps opera-
tion :n J no correction was made for the time-histor y emissivity changes.
Comparison of calculated and test cathode tomper..tures are presented
in table _'-3.
*Ion source cathode electron emission current wits define,i as:
Emission current = J  - .1 1 + JA
where .1 
F: 
is the discharge current, J l the positive high voltage sup-
ply currant and A A the negative high voltage supply current.
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Ccr[a eonducted witll 0.33 mm diameter orifice. l..apsed time increasesgoing Mown Lila colunui.
`1.a del
6v 1 JE vCl+ •I4h r tquiv Flew
(volO lam i) (volt l'1.s t^Cl t4MPA
31.3 .110 :1.. .400 1172 .034
30.0 2.20 15.3 .400 1350
24.3 1.50 16.0 .410 1250
29.7 1.10 18.0 .400 1140
31.3 1.10 19.0 .400 1188 .32,1
30.3 1.50 10.5 .400 1230 to
51.2 1.50 18.7 .400 1227 .220
51.2 1.10 21.8 .400 1179 to
25 'May 77
Tests conducted with a 0.43 nu diameter orifice. I.al l sed time inc reaso.:
going down the column.
30.8 1.10 18.4 .400 1147 .501 8.0 x 10-5
30.5 1.10 18.0 .400 1130 .507 8.4 x 10-5
30.1 1.10 17.8 .400 1135 '1
").3 1.53 13.b .402 1200 to
28.7 1.52 15.0 .402 1181 by 5 1.2
	 x 10-4
27.4 2.22 12.7 .400 1250
29.1 1.10 17.0 .400 1130
33.0 1.10 18.7 .400 1135 .318 5.b	 x 105
32.1 1.50 1b.7 .400 .200 " .o
39.5 1.45 18... .400 1203 .'_0 3.5 x 10-5
40.3 1.10 20.5 .400 1130 to
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TABLE 2-3
CATHODE TE;IPERATURE CALCULATION FOR 0.58 mm ORIFICE
l
Calculated Measures+
Cathode Electron Cathode Catod-,
Emission Current Temperature Temperature X Error
(Amp) (0C) (0C) (X)
I
2.75 1219 1130 8
•	 2.90 1233 1150 7
3.15 1256 1180 6
3.75 1339 1280 5
2.1.3.2	 Cathode Test Conclusions
The above discussion correlated changes in cathode-to-cathode opera-
tional temperatures to orifice area differences by empirical use of
the Stefan-Boltzmann radiative energy formula. Agreement between
	 !4'
calculated and measured temperature of cathodes operating at the same
emission current with different orifice sizes implied radiative energy
lasses from the emitter cavity governed operational temperatures, or
the cathode functioned as a classic blackbody. Further, the opera-
tional temperature of any particular cathode orifice size was found to
be a function of cathode electron emission current and independent of
keeper and main discharge power. This indicated cathode temperature
was controlled by the electron emission mechanisms: thus emitter design
could possibly be utilized to reduce cathode operational temperatures.
It must be pointed out the cathode temperature-orifice area relation-
ship was based upon tl^e results of a few tests and should not be viewed
as conclusive. Further testing in this area was beyond the scope of
this program.
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ELECTROD E DESIGN
Recent papers from Le RC, URL, and the university of Colorado 
13 
have
reported thruster pertormance improvements due to the use of a Jmdll
Bole Accelerator Grid (S1iAG) design. Two different methods have been
used to fabricate SHAG optics. Either allow Lite indlvidtt.tl ion beam-
lets to bore (ton machine) the accel grid hole pattern in a blank
piece of molybdenum or predrill the grid to approximately 20 percent
transparency. 'rite second method was used as it required less non-
optimal ton source testing time.
The screen electrode design had	 holes 2.23b au11 diameter located
on 2.54 aim .enters. 'rhi y pattern produced at Ill percent transparent
electrode. The accel had 1.11 nun diameter holes in the s,une pattern
producin g. a grid with 20 percent transparency. The accel-to-screen
hole positiors were not compensated to minimize beam spread. Both
grids were made from 0.38 nun thick molybdenum that were Itydroformed
with a 5.0 :mn dish.	 rile	 electrodes were mounted on Lite discharge
. • hammer with the dish curving downstreum. Accel-to-screen electrode
gap was iet at 1.0 111111 (Cold).
2.'2	 POWER CONlll'rIONER
The power conditioner (1'C) e y ed in testing the source was originally
de y ig, ued for cesium ion thruster operation. It was built as a seuti-
flig,ht t y;1e breadboard with the high voltage and arc supplies con-
trollett through do input to a 20 MU inverter. Heater power wa:;
provided b% a titotranstormers and isolation transformers. Fig;tire 2-4
shows a schematic layout of the power conditioner. Converting Lite PC
to inert ga y operation necessitated some rework because of the in-
creased power rayuirements. This included increases to the ion beam
current capability .md are power and the addition of a keeper supply.
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	2.2.1	 ARC AND KEEPER SUPPLIES
A design study conducted early in the program found it was more cost
effective to use electrically isolated do laboratory supplies to
control the arc and keeper than modify the power conditioner. Sev-
eral suitable do supplies and isolation transtormer were available
from the \EOS equipment pool. Modifications for inert gas arc and
keeper supplies were a matter of physically removing the existing
components and installing the laboratory supplies. Provisions were
made to insure the laboratory supplies would be compatible with source
operation. These included an "arc-dip" circuit and keeper transfer
circuit.
The arc-dip circuit decreases the arc voltage in the event of a Nigh
voltage supply overload. This action reduces the discharge plasma
extrusion in the interelectrode gap and aids in reestablishing source
.operation. Once the overload disappears, the arc voltage is brought
up nominal operating level over a period of 0.5 to 1.0 second.
Keeper control circuitry supplies a high voltage pulse to the electrode
when no keeper discharge is present. The 2 to 3 kilovolt pulse circuit
was supplied GFE from LeRC. It was wired in series with the do labora-
tory supply as long as the keeper discharge was lebs than 2.0 milliamps.
Once the discharge initiated, the pulser was electronically removed from
the circuit and the do supply used to sustain operation.
	
2.2.2	 HIGH VOLTAGE POV-_R SUPPLIES
Electrode perveance is a function of the inverse square root of the
ionic atomic mass. The small atomic mass of argon made it necessary
to increase the positive high voltage supply current/power capability.
This was accomplished by adding 50 percent more i nverter drive.
I
^I
1
CI	
_l
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The original transformer was overdesidned by a factor of 115 to 200
percent. This allowed the drive to be increased without the danger
of core saturation. The additional drive allowed the positive high
voltage overcurrent trip point to be raised from 0.6UU to 0.900
ampere. During source testing, this was found to be insufficient
to attain maximum steadv state beam possible at a 1000 volt extraction
potential. Program time and resource limitation prevented further
high voltage supply modification.
2.3	 TEST INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASUREMENTS
To evaluate discharge chamber performance it is necessary to know the
discharge power, ion beam current, ion beam distribution and :Hass uti-
lization efficiency. The latter is determined from propellant flow
rate, ion beam current, state of ionization and the backstreaming
neutrals flow from the vacuum chamber through the grids. The back-
streaming neutral flow was calculated. 15 T'he other parameters were
n ► easured.
2.3.1 TIME-OF-FLIGHT COLLECTOR
Tine-of-flight (TOF) data were collected to find the percentage of
single and double charged ions present in the beam as a function of
applied anode potential. Ions extracted from the discharge plasma
acquice an exhaust velocity proportional to e 1/2 , where a is the
ionic charge. Switching off the extraction voltage interrupts the
ion current from the nominally operating discharge plasma. After
interruption, a beam collector time-current profile shows two current
levels as a function of time reflecting the different ionic velocities.
The current level differences are used as a measurement to determine
relative percentage of single and double charged ions.
I
1
1
t
The 60 cm diameter stainless steel time-of-flight collector was 3.0
meters Lrom the face of the accel grid. RFI shielding was provided b\
a ground potential collector housing with two electrically isolated
2-18
y. I ^
Itungsten wire grids. The grids were positioned between the beans
plasma and collector. The upstream and downstream grids operated at
ground and negative 40 volts respectively, to minimize collector
signal noise and suppress secondary electrons. The collector oper-
ated at ground through a 100 ohm resistor.
The double charged ion current in the exhaust beam was measured by
instantaneousk,
 grounding the positive high voltage supply output and
measuring the collector current as a function of time. Collector
current-versus-time characteristics were measured by monitoring the
potential across a resistor in the collector lead with an oscillo-
scope. The scope was triggered b y
 a transient from the high voltage
.;rounding apparatus as shown in figure -5 and recorded with a camera.
Several traces were photographed at each discharge potential.
rile scope was used in a single sweep mode with a selected sweep rate
of 50 microseconds/cm. :1 one-to-.Ile pr;,.:' was used with it y-axis
scale of 0.2 volts/cm. Times necessar y to travel Lite 3.0 meters were
computed using the kinetic energy relationship.
t	 d
2e V
cl
Where V was the applied extraction p0telltial and M Ills' .lt.1111iC mas9.
Calculations found a 1000 volt argon beam took 43 aad 30 microseconds,
respectivel y , for the single and double charged ions to traverse
collector-to-source distance. Single and double charged xenon ions
arrived at the collector 3b.5 and 50 microseconds, respectively, after
beam interruption. At 50 microseconds/cm sweep, the single and double
r,	 charged argon ions currents were separated I,- -'.b nun and single and
d,ubLe charged xenon currents by 4.7 mm.
s
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Faster sweep rates were precluded by the one-to-two cycle overcurrent
response of the 20 kliz inverted high voltage supply and the stored
charged in the systew. Stored charge was due to system filtering that
added several KC time constants, and produced a 142 microsecond current
"roll off" in the current-versus-time collector profile. When the time
constants added together, the collector current took as long as 320 micro-
seconds to go to zero after the removal of high voltage. The 50 micro-
seconds/cm sweep rate allowed the entire beam decay to be displayed while
still providing adequate resolution to identify the singly charged ion
current plateau.
2.3.2	 FAKADA1' IWAM PROBE
Three Faraday cup type probes were used to measure the ion heam dis-
tribution by traversing through the beam plasma at right angles to
the thruster centerline. 'No probes crosse.i the beam axis 22 cm down-
stream of the accel while a third crossed at 30 cm as shown in fig-
ure 2 -b. One of the two at 22 cm was a slit probe. The other two
were cvlindrical probes with a 1.27 cm orifice. Slit probe data were
used to measure beamnpread and to confirm t he cylindrical probe wit-i
collecting the entire beam width. during operation the probe collectors
were biased negative with respect to ground to minimize electron
collection. No electron surpression grids were used oil the probes.
i1	 t	 ^
I
The slit probe was a tube-in-a-tube assembl y with the 1.27 cm diameter	 a
internal tube used as the probe collector. Electrical isolation be-
	 t
tween the tubes was accomplished by short teflon sleeves oil the ends
of the internal tube.	 I'he collector tube had a 25.5 x O.b4 cm opening;
that was aligned with the opening in the outer tube. il'he tubes had
wall thicknesses of 0.38 mni.l
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fI Data from the three probes were recorded on an x-y plotter with the
x-axis indicating probe drive position and the v-axis recording the
beam current collector by measuring the potential across a 300 ohm
resistor.
l'ho 25.5 cm wide slit allowod accurate location of the beam envelope
edge with up to 30 degree horizontal misalignment between it and the
probe center line. The dimensions above produced a alit probe vertical
acceptance angle of:
	
- 1	 l) , n.a	 +	 11.44
a - tall	 2
 28 degrees
2 k0.38)	 + .32 + 1.64 cos tan-10.b4
l'he cylindrical probes were 2.5 cm in diameter with 1.21 cm orifices
and 1.9 cm stainless atea-1 disk collectors. 	 Me 0.05 cm thick orifices
were located 2.16 cm from the collectors producing an acceptance angle
of:
l .9	 1.27
d	 tan -1 	2	 2 	 36 degrees
2.1b +	 0.05
2.3.3	 1ANt. 1-11 1 IR DISCHARGE PROBE
A 2.0 mm by 0.46 mm diameter sheathed heater type Langmuir probe was
used to measure discharge chamber plasma characteristics. 1'he probe
was attached to a vacuum bulkhead control rod for positioning. Rod
motion located the probe 1.22 to 5.54 cm from the discharge chamber
center line in the plane of boundary anodes 2 through 5. A schematic
numbering the boundary anodes is shown in figure 2-7.
I
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Motographs of the discharge chamber uutd probe are shown in figures
2-8 and 2-9. 'rite former shows the probe in the plane of boundary
nnode number 5 located 1.22 cm from the discharge chamber center line.
Ttu , second photograph shows the probe in the plane of boundary anode
number 2 positioned 5.54 cm from the discharge chamber center line.
llte 5.54 cm position was directly upstream of the outermost hole in
the extraction grids.
An anode potential do power supple was used to collect langnm it probe
data, An isolation transformer in the ac line prevented electrical
bre.,kdown between the output at ,d chassis as the entire s„pply was
biased to positive high voltage plus the arc potentials. Lucite con-
trol rods were used to change the supply potential and protect the
operator from high voltage. Probe data were collected by manually
ch nging the supply output potential and recording voltage and cur-
rent at selected positions in the discharge plasma. Plasma measure-
.ts were made it potentials positive and negative of the .mode
reverence.
i
t
I	 ,
r2.3.4	 rF:l, i) sys'rrm
The feed system design was a simple array of valvvs, flow meters and
gas bottles (figure 2-10). Cross gas flow measurements were talon from
rotometers in the cathode and main feed lines. More accurate measure-
ments were made by running the input gas through it precision mass flow
transducer. The rotometers were capable of measuring gas flow to an
accuracy of +0.21 ml /mi nut a under ideal conditions. R} comparison,
the \F:OS supplied Hastings-Raydist mass flow transducer had an accur-
f +0 1	 1/t .	'tl t , t 20 er ant variation in tam crttureac v o	 m tut nu a wt  t1	 o	 p	 C	 I
and/or pressure. Me transducer resolution was equivalent to being
able to measure the gas flow to within +10 mA. Two-stage needle	 it
i
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IFigure 2-8. Lan y
muir Probe 1.22 cm from Di schargeCh4unber Centerline
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Figure 2-9. Langmuir Probe 5.54 cm from 
Dis chargeChamber Centerline
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valves controlled gas flow to the main .eed ring and cathode. The
pressure drop across the rotometer and transducer are negligible at
the gas flows tested.
The feed s y stem operated at iacuum system ground potential. Source
feed system electrical isolation was achieved by including two meters
of 0.625 cm diameter teflon tubing between the ,dcuum flange and the
downstream shut-off valve. The valve wits electrically tied to the
vacuum system ground to insure test personnel safety. S ystem over-
pressure was prevented by placing a 15 psi pressure relief valve
between the output of the regulators and the feed s` •stem plumbing.
A pttmpout line shunted the needle valves to allow thorough evacu..tion
of the plumbing prior to changing gases.
2.4 VACUUM SYSTEM
Tests were conducted in a 1.5 m diameter by 4 in Long horizontal vacuum
chamber. Pumping was provided by six 25 cm diitusion pumps. At the
st-, rt of the program, an argon pumping speed test was conducted with no
discharge Camber (see table 2-4). The minimum chamber p:essure with
uo propellant gas flow was 1.0 x 10 -7
 Corr. Flow rates up to 626 milli-
amperes equiv:::•2111L could be accommodated b y
 the pumps at chamber pres-
sores less than 2.0 x lU -7
 w rr. The measarcd pumping speed per pump t.s
WOO liters/ second which is 1/4 of the 4000 liters/second manutacturer's
specification. Most of the pumping speed loss is due to cyro elbow im-
pedances which are in series with each pump. No pumping speed differ-
ences were seen between the c y ro elbows chilled with freon dnd those
chilled with LN.,.
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TABLE 2 -1.
FA#.I I.I I'1' ITMl'DoWN TES r RESULTS
s
Vacuum Chamber	 Amide F l t)w
Pressure Torr)
	 OuA/Equty-.)
5.3 x l o - 5 748
3.8 x 10 -5 973.6
-52.6 x 111 627
2.0 x 10 415
1.0 x lc -5 331
8.2 x 10 -h 267
6.3 x
-0
10 141
8.2 x 10- (3
6.2 x l0
-b
4.0 x l0
-6
8.2 x to' 321
6.2 x lo-
6
243
4.0 x 10 -6 124
	Catt ode 	 Flow	 Total Flow
(mA/Fauiv.)	 mA/F(I-jip. )
	
935	 lt)84
	
290
	
12h3
	
295
	
922
	
211
	 626
	
46
	
377
	
47
	
314
	
71
	
212
	
297
	
297
234
	
125
	
125
321
243
124
I
i
1
^, l	 sue_ ^:^.
SECTION 3
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1	 PRELIMINARY TEST RESULTS
r
i1
1	 j
1	 ,
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3.1.1	 POWER CONDITIONER CALIBRATION TESTS
Power conditioner calibration tests were conducted to unsure test data
L
	
	
reliability. Calibration consisted of correlating power conditioner
panel meter readings with those of precision . peters with known NBS cali-
f!	 bration curves. This was accomplished by simultaneously recording the
current and voltage to a test load from both sets of meters. The
results were plotted as precision versus panel meter readings for the
power conditioner voltmeters and immeters.
Panel meter readings were typically with 2 percent of the NBS values
with no evidence of hysteresis. All panel meter characteristics
appeared to be liner.
The calibration curves produced by these tests were used in the re-
duction of test data. Panel meter readings were recorded on data
sheets during ion source teats.
3.1.2	 FLOW METER CALIBRATION TESTS
To find the mass utilization it is necessary
rent, ionization state of the beam ions, the
propellent atoms from the vacuum system, and
gas fed into the discharge through the anode
Beam ionization state is determined by measu;
extracted beam. Backstreaming neutrals flux
to knew the ion beam cur-
backstreaming neutrals
the amount of propellant
feed ring and cathode.
-ing the properties of the
into the discharge chamber
L
rT
be fromcalculatedearn backgroundthe	 pressure and kinetic theory of
ga y . Discharge chamber inlet gas	 flows are measured with gas 	 fluwmeters.
^+
As the inlet
	
flow rates dominated mass utilization efficiency calcula-
tions, the accuracy of those calculations depended upon the accuracy
with which the gas	 flow measurements are made. 	 Flow meter calibrations
ensure the	 validity of these	 instrument
	 readings.
SS
1.^
the rotometers and transducer were calibrated by measuring the volume
of water displaced by a constant flew of gas as a function of time.
For these measurements, a water filled graduated c y linder was inverted
in a heaker of distilled water. Fach test was started after it had
	 l
beets established the gas flaw rate into the Lube was Constant with time.
feats were conducted at six different flew rates with argon. Xenon
flowmeter calibr.y tio„ was calculated from the argon data. vies,, ftc+ws
ranged from 0.5 to 11 milliliters'minute (ml/min) with a minimum
displaced volume of 20 milliliters at the Iower flew rates. 	 No tests
were conducted for each flow rate
Data were reduced by correcting for the increase in pressure due to
	 ^{
the decrease in water height in theK	 graduated cylinder and dividing
the corrected Vkllume by the time required to Misplace it.
	
1'he Computed
results were compared with the manufacturer's supplied calibration
curve.
Good agreement was found between the computed results and the manu-
facturer's data for the Hastings-Ravdist mass flow transducer.
	 Roto-
meter readings were found to var y
 as much as 3 percenr from test to
	 I
test and deviate up to a maximum of 38 percent from the curves sup-
	 I
plied with the instruments. Test -to-test variation can be attributed
to static charge build up on the sapphire ball "float" causing it to
3
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adhere to the tapered Klass bore of the rotometer.	 The rotometer
i
deviation from the manutacturer's	 supplied curve converged with
the experimental one at	 flows 3reater than - o ml/min. 	 The rato-
meters were used primarily to adjust the cathode and main feed
flow rates.
	
Lon source mass	 utilization efficiency was calculated
Ifrom transducer mass	 flow data.
	
The exception of	 this procedure
occurred during "mixed mode"
	 ion source operation.	 ltl this	 situa-
tion, different gases were fed into the discharge through the
1 cathode and	 the main	 feed.	 ?lass utilization efficiency was calcu-
lated US1119 the	 transducer data
	
for cathode	 Clow and rotometer
data for the main
	 feed.	 These calculations should have an error
of	 less than 3 percent as the rotometer data were corrected with
the	 calibration curve	 for	 the main feed.
3. 1.J	 NE1 1 l'RALIZER TESTS
Preliminary ion source tests were conducted with a tantalum filament
neutralizer immersed in the ion beam plasma. 	 1'he wire war 0.25 amt
diniucter and 75 mm Long and was mounted on alumina pillars 0.64 cm
downstream of the ground screen surface. Filament power was supplied
from the isolation transformer and auto-transformer shown in figure
2-3. Neutralizer test y were discontinued after it was established no
differences existed in test results obtained during, filament "on" or
"off" operation. No emission current was seen during any test.
3.2	 SOURCE: PF:RFORMANCF MAPPING AND OPTIMIZATION
3.2.1	 TCST I'll 1LOSOPHY
Ion source optimization was accomplished by varying source opera-
tional p,tramvters in a systematic manner. Data from each test were
reviewed and the extracted infonnation used to improve source per-
formance by reconfiguring; the interacting; components in the MFSC
•u
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design discharge chamber. These are, in order of impact on perfor-
mance: boundary anode position, cathode baffle and baffle tube
location, and cathode structure.
The boundary anode array serves two purposes. For a particular are
voltage, the anodes must be set at the right position in the boundary
magnetic field to minimize ionic recombination losses on the pole faces,
but still collect enough electron current to sustain the discharge
without producing ion source inefficiency. For optimal performance,
the arc potential must be the minimum necessary to maximize primary
electron ionization probability. Experience has found this potential
usually to be approximately three or more times the first ionization
potential.
Flapping thruster operation to determine where the boundary anodes are
in relation to their optimal position involves changing the arc
voltage at several different cathode/anode mass flow ratios and ex-
traction voltages.
Ion source tests usually followed the same rough outline, with data
recorded between each operational parameter change. Once the gas flow
rate was confirmed to be stable at a convenient level, the baffle
assembly was adjusted for maximum arc current. Next, the are potential
was varied in a step-wise manner from the lowest stable potential to
at least 10 volts above the operational nominal. If mass utilization
efficiency was promising and the are impedance 12 to 16 ohms, further
data were collected. If not, the cathode/main gas flow ratio was
changed and the procedure repeated. Measurements were repeated at
least three times at three different total mass flows for each boundary
anode and baffle configuration and gas tested.
Rapid feed system gas changeover capabilit y made it possible to test
boundary anode and baffle configurations with argon and :tenon during
the same system pumpdown. This procedure minimized the time required
to test each configuration.
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3.2.2	 ARGON OPERATION
61
Argon ma y s utilization efficiency of 75 percent, corrected, wits
	
t	 achieved at 351 eV/ion (see table 3-1). The exhaust ion beam (J + - J- )
i	 was corrected by subtracting one-half the double charged Lon current
and t:he total calculated flux of backstreaming neutrals 15 . This type
of ionic bookkeeping counts the double charged ion as one ion by
i
accounting for the factor of two difference in its charge-to-mass ratio.
1
1	
1
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TABLE 3-1
ARGON OPERATION
i
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Assuming 100 percent ionization of the backstreaming neutrals errs on
the conservative side- thus, it is a worst case estimate. However,
the .-rror introduced is second order.	 Ilse backstreaming neutral flux
was calculated from the kinetic theory of gases 
15 
assuming the vacuum
chamber pressure was due to neutrals. The calculated flux times the
accelerator electrode open area was taken as the mass flow rate into
the discharge chamber from the vacuum system. These calculations were
based on the following relationship;
,	 P	 A e
M a	 a l 72—
	 equivalent
(2 Mk 1')
where P was the vacuum s ystem pressure, A,t the accel grid open area,
a electron charge and M the molecular mass of the test gas. The
neutral atoms temperature wits assumed to be 300oh for these c?ticula-
tions. All performance calculations presented have been corrected
using the above methods.
3.2.2.1	 Argon Pert ormance Opt imi::at iac.
Argon was used as the basic performance test gas for several reasons.
First, argon is more difficult to ionize as it has a smaller ioniza-
tion cross section and higher ionization potential. Hence, more test
time was required to achieve good performance with argon than with
xetion. Argon discharge chamber operation had a much greater cathode-
to-main gas flow ratio and therefore a wider number of test ratios.
Secondly, optinnim axial baffle position was found to be sharply
defined for argon and very broad for xenon discharge operation.
Hence, once the optimum position had b,-en located for argon, no
further changes were necessary for xenon operation, However, the
reverse was not necessarily the case.
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Me hex.tgonat MF:SC discharge chami , vt had nine houndiry anodes wired
in parallel	 to a	 single arc	 supply ami metered to allow	 the , 	current
to each to be monitored separately,	 111e abodes were numbered from
the	 screen grid to the	 rear and	 fro+^ the	 peripher y to the discharge
chamber center	 litre.	 Nix anodes were	 located oit	 the	 side	 walls	 and
three tell the	 rear wall.	 Figure 2 .6 shows	 the numbering	 system in it
cutaway schemat ic of the disc' sate chamber.
Optimum source performance was real i. ed by adjusting boundary anode
1xisitions so the electron current ratios dirt not exceed 1.3 to 1,
exclusive of . tnLx1e-- 1, o, and 7.	 Che opt illntnl : tirrent dells ity ratios
were achieved by adjusting the position of the individual anodes.
In the mercury discharge position, the magnetic field i1 0 . parallel
to the discharge ch.unber centerline at the edges of the :Mode chan-
nel, .iveraged '70 gauss. The best Argon performance was seen by
Challgillg 11 , to it gener .illV lower vAtie b, moving tilt , atlodes furtherON
into the discharge.	 Vile average tield across atntaies _ through ^, was-
223. 190, 163, and 143 gauss, respectivel y . 11 was 2220 gauss acrosst.
.inodvs S and 9. Anode-to-.itiode positional differences were probably
necess a ry to nlinimi:: avnic wall recombination losses by maintaining
constant plasma vicosit y with axi a l v.lriation in plasma .tensity.
itle illognetiC field Colitigur.Ition described above implies tilt , existence
of all axial dis:ll:irgv plasma dellsit y gradietlt .	 V-.01% the MESC dif-
tlla1o11 Cal- l ' e111 formill.t Ille lit I, , ne'd In section 2, the tictisit y would have
to change from anode-to -anode. 	 Plasma dt,llsit y I - litios 1`t , tweell . 1110de
n1imber 2 ittld anodes 3. V, .ind	 were cal:ulated as 11.K5, 0.73 and 0.h-4.
l.11lgtnulr probe lilt'atillrt' C1CllCS, disctit4s e d ill a later section. tended to
Support these calculations.
rests ai ,4o Touri s t tilt` ,inotte current distribution : otild ', , t' controlled by
the .Ixlal position tit the baffle asst,lubl y .	 1AJtf1t, nlovt,nu'Ilt either w.tv
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from optimum reduced the current density differences between the anodes
at the expense of mass utilization efficiency. Tests were conducted
with baffle disk diameters of 0.95 to 1.25 cm and tube- r.o-disK gaps
ranging from 1.0 to 4.5 mm. The greatest mass utilization efficiency
at minimum eV/ion was seen wits) a 1.11 cm diameter baffle disk located
1.6 mm from the support tube face. the disk was positioned 6.4 mm down-
stream of the cathode orifice plate.
3.2.3	 MIXED MODE OPERATION
Argon-like source performance was observed with xenon cathode flows
ranging from 0.015 to 0.040 ampere equivalent. Discharge potentials
between 47 to 60 volts were necessary to ionize 65 to 71 percent of
the total mass flow with discharge energies of 297 to 346 eV/ion
respectively (see table 3-2).
TABLE 3-2
MIXED MODE OPERATION
^	 I	
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Three distinct cathode operational modes were observed as a function
of xenon Ka y
 flow during source "mixed mode" tests ! high, normal and
low cathode gas flow modes. the high gas flow mode appeared at cathode
flow rates greater than 0.050 to 0.060 ampere equivalent flows. It was
characterized by a low efficiency, high impedance and high applied
potential discharge operation. Typically, a discharge potential of
60 plus volts was necessary to ionize 10 to 30 percent of the total
mass flow in a 50 ohm discharge. Increases in the cathode xenon flow
had no effect on the discharge impedance but did have some influence
on the level of extracted beam. Changes in the main flow had no effect
on the beam level until it was reduced to less than 0.100 ampere equiv-
alent. Zero main flow reduced the extracted beam b y
 25 percent, :knd
had no effect on discharge plasma impedance.
Argon-like source performance was observed in the normal gas flow mode
during xenon cathode flows of 0.015 to 0.040 ampere equivalent. Dis-
charge potentials between 47-60 volts were necessar y
 to ionize o5-77
percent of the total mass flow in a 10-15 ohm plasma.
During the low cathode flow mode classic cathode keepr "plume" mode
operation was observed. This is defined by extinguishment of the main
discharge and a low current high potential keeper discharge. The above
operational modes are probably related to cathode geometry phenomena
and could be modified by changes in the cathode structure.
Operational difficulties prevented mixed mode testing with argon
cathode flow and xenon main flow.
3.2.4	 XENON OPERATION
Ion source ope-ation with xenon achieved 94 percent mass utilization
t	
efficiency (corrected) at 254 eV/ion (see table 3-3). Xenon perfor-
mance was found to be much less dependent upon the placement of the
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TABLE 3-3
XENON OPERATION
Ar♦ Ygor C.tn.6. T.ul w„
• ♦ ^..• N..6 ♦ Z N..6
N.	 T, ! N,	 V. • J' V.11q♦ Cvrt♦ nt Y/ltq. Curr .nt pol y . tquty. L .v_	 OwYI• [II.
D.I. (5•.lt.) (Any.) (V.It ♦) (M66) (V.lt.) (M/.) (Volt[) (MI6) IMN) U^/.) tr. son	 CMr{N (>:)
CT.r/r IT...Yr• 6.3 . 10 	 Rr	 1..\.1r1..In{ N.utr.t in6..tlon 0.0416 	 putc•l.nt
1600 Ito ..60 110 AM 42 1.3 11.0 01230 .013 .•{1 111. 133. 3.3 f0.6
[100 .310 )SO .006 M 3.1 f.0 0.160 ,033 176. '6A. 6.I 67.t
%,100 .3160 Soo .010 41 ).6 6.0 0.160 .011 )	 . )1/, 10./ 63.1
1004 .433 300 .006 40 3.2 t1.3 0.130 .013 102. 20). 1.0 14,0
CA♦.6or /t.....r. 6.6 n 	 lo ') t ♦rr	 /.c\&tr. ♦Ntn{ Neutral I^6•.tloo 0.045	 •-p taut..ltnt
1403 1200 .660 600 .014 40 4.0 11.0 0.100 .011 ,634 13). 154. 1.0 64,1
.663 .01S 43 4.3 10.0 0.100 213. )01. 6.0 65.3
.710 .O16 SO 4.3 9.0 0.100 M. 330. 11.0 5f.6
.610 .011 37 1.6 12.0 0.)0• 221. 221. 0.0 17.2
.640 .012 40 16.0 11.) 0.100 260, 161. 1.0 61.5
1080 .637	 1 600	 1 .0:4 30 1	 4.0 1	 11.0 1	 0.100 24. 236. 1	 0.0 60.0
CAW.r ►r.6 wr. 1.1 n l0 	 torn	 l.ciotr...ln{ 4.4tr.l In4.0tlo6 0.017 .-p pulv.l.nt
1164,0 KO )O4 300 .003 161 1.1 16.0 0.100 1	 .043 .312 336 143. ).3 {7.&
.lo .006 41 I.3 16.0 0.300 .043 ,712 109. .11. 6.0 15.1
,307 .010 161 4. U 10.(d 0.)00 .04) .)17 640. 716. 6.6 63.0
100 .210 1)0 .003 40 1.63 11.3 0.)00 211. 213. 1.0 11.2
600 .100 600 .001 43 1.10 I	 11.0 0.100 .041 .)u 462. 191. 3.3 66.3
Ucn.r{. 6.d t..p.r ?war Cncorr.cr.d for Doubly lontaN 1.r
..Dl.ch.r{..od keeper rw.r Corr . cs..1 !or Doubly lon U W 6..n
%"a 91116144./ Corrected Mr I.cb.tr.Mln/ Neutral &two
o2ndar^ =nodes than argon. Xenon mass efficiencies of 90+ percent
were achieveable with any boundary anode-baffle configuration tested.
Anode position controlled the amount of energy required to achieve
the high mass efficiency.
MESC ion source xerton operation resembled that of mercury in manv
respects. First, high mass utilization efficiencv was achieved at
relatively low eV/ion operation. Secondly, reasonable uischarge
plasma impedance required cathode-to-main flow rates of 7 to 1C per-
cent for both xenon and mercur y rather than 30 to 40 percent with
3_1U
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argon. Third, fairly uniform boundary anode current densities were
i	 )	 recorded with all the anodes set at the same position from the dis-
9
charge chamber walls. Current density variations of loss than 1.45
to 1 were collected by 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, and 9 with the anodes set in
the mercccry operational position. Performance and axial current
density uniformity improved slightly with the :modes set in the	 f I
optimum argon performance configuration. By contrast, argon's}
greater mobility, smaller muss, and higher operational plasma tem-
perature enhanced its discharge performance sensitivity to anode
placement.
During argon operation, mass utilization and energy consumption wear
both a function of the boundary anode placement. These results im-
plied the recombination ion wall losses were much more sensitive to
the placement boundary anodes in the case of argon.
Figure 3-1 summarizes the hest performance "stained during tests
with the 12 cm MfESC ion source.
3.3	 COMPONENT PERFORMANCE:
3.3.1	 ELECTRODE: PERVEANCF.
the electrode system perveance was mapped at low and high density
	 j	 \
beam currents with argon and xenon.
	 The results are shown in tables
3-4 and	 3-5, Electrode perveance was mapped by establishing	 stable
operation and reducing the positive high voltage 100 or so volts	 atC a	 time.	 'These were plotted on log-log graph paper and the knee of
the curve through the points was defined as the electrode perveance.
t•
iL
The data presented in table 3- 6 and	 3-5	 show two unusual	 fe atUrr_s.
In	 principle, it	 is possible	 to calculate	 an electrode systems per-
1veance for any gas once it	 is known for one gas. The data show that
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this does not hold true here.
	
Either the argotu perveancr, is lower
than it should be or the xenon greater. Charging the total flow from
a high current density mode of operation to a lower one decreases
electrode perveance in the case of argon and increases it with xenon.
Beth the phenomena crew: be explained as changes in the plasma distr i bu-
tion. Xenon has a more uniform plastiia distribution when operating
at low mesa Lows rather than at high. I'he inverse holds true for
argon porfom. trice.
1 t4
lu
Early in the program the perimete r. of the screen grid was masked to in-
crease the discharge chamber pressure and reduce the plasma impedance.
Mas!:ing was accomplished by spotwelding stainless shim stock to the
upstream surface of the screen. Apparently the shim defocused the
I•,'amlets origiilating trom Lit , 	rid apertur e s next, to iL.	 11hus resUlttd
in a radial elongation of the matching ,tccel grip! doles which changed
from 1.17 nun circles to 1.11 b y 1.4 unn ellipses. The erosion stopped
with the removal of Cite mask. No other change in grid condition was
noted.
3. 3.2	 CA'mol)E OPERATION
From the cathode operation or discharge current point of view source
testing can ba divided into two phases. The first phase watt charac-
terized by it high discharge plasma impedance with attendant low
cathode emission currents. 1ltlring this phase the cathehle operated
at emission currents ranging from 1.5 to 2.2 amperes A th low mass
utilization efficiencv and incident cathode ion density. 1'he cathode
operateel at t:
	 t, 	
0
res calculated to he 1050 to 1150 C. No measur-
able erosion or weight changes were noted to the cathode or emitter
or cathode: orifice.
j
I^
r
1
RIM,'
ii
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In the second cathode operational phase changes in the magnetic field
and boundary anode position reduced the discharge plasma impedance
and increased the cathode emission current to 2.5 to 4.0 amperes.
platinum-platinum rhodium thermmocouple was spotwelded to the side of
the orifice plate in this phase and temperatures ranging from 1150 to
129000 were seen. After several low impedance tests had been con-
ducted, a hole developed in the tantalum delivery tube adjacent to
the orifice plate. :.- roscopic examination found a white powder
covering the inside of the tube close to the failure site. Further
testing with :mother tantalum delivery tube produced it second tube
failure. Estimated time to failure was about 50 hours.
The evidence indicated the tube failure was caused by emitter mate-
rial overtemp operation producing tantalum oxidation. The tantalum
tube was replaced with one of molt'-rhenium in the next series of
tests. No further evidence of erosion wits observed in the 40 hours
of testing completed since the change.
Operation at the temperatures .associated with high emission currents
may shorten the impregnated porous tungsten emitter lifetime. Com-
paring the emitter weights recorded before and after the 40 hours of
tests indicated 20 percent of the barium aluminate had been lost.
Future development should concentrate ota reducing the emitter opera-
tional temperature.
3.3.3	 BAFFLE CONFIGURATION OPTIMIZATION
The baffle disk diameter, the gap between the disk and the baffle
housing tube, and the :axial position of the assembl y
 were optimized
in testing. Diameters tested ranged from 0.95 to 1.30 cm with tube-
to-disk gaps of 0.10 to 0.45 cm. The housing tube was moved 1.52 to
O,e5 cm from the pole piece with each disk and gap configuration by
means of the control rod described previously.
	 1
7T
Tests found that optimmm performance was obtained with it 1.11 cm disk
J	
located 0.16 cm from the tube, 1.24 cm from the pole piece. The axial
i	 optimun, baffle position was found by relocating the structure until
^	 1~
the minimum plasma impedance was observed.
L
Tests also discovered that the anode current distribution could he
^i controlled by the baffle assembly axial position. Baffle movement
ueither way from optimum reduced the current density differences be-
tween the anodes at the expense of mass utilization efficiency.
`	 I
t Me various baffle disks were examined before and after each test. No
evidence of baffle erosion was seen aside from a "shiny" appearance
after one test at high discharge potential when the boundary anodes
i^	 were located too far into the magnetic field.
3.4	 T1M1:-Di'-FLIC11T MFASl1R17MENT",
The percentage of double and single charged ions in the beaus were de-
duced from time-of-flight data as a function of anode potential during
t`
ion source tests. Data were collected during quiescent discharge
1.	 operation by short circuiting the extraction voltages and measuring
f	
the beam collector current as a function of time. Several scope traces
(	 were photographed at each discharge potential.
rigure 3-2 shows the typical traces recorded during an argon test. The
percent of doubly ionized atoms in the ion beam was computed from the
relative magnitudes of the signal representing the sum of double and
single ion current and the signal representing singles alone. Tn some
'
	
	 instances, trace noise was almost equal to the signal. In these cases,
.he average value of several traces were used to compute the percentage
of double charged ions present. The values deduced were found to be
comparable to those for the same anode potential reported earlier by
Byers and Reader (see table 3-6).
k^
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"TABLE 3-6
TIME-OF-FLIGHT DATA
Percent
Double ionized
Current (T.O.F.
5.2
5.1
1.9
Percent Double
Ionized Current
(Bvers and Reader)
5.3
6.2
1.5
3.5	 BEAM DIAGNOSTICS
Beam flatness calculations were made from data collected 22 and 30 cm
douwnstream of the accel grid with Faraday type be gun probes. Two of	
A
the three probes used to measure ion beam distribution were cup probes 	 i
located 22 and 30 cm from the accel and the third a 28 em wide slit
probe at 22 cm.	 t
Beam width seen by the slit and cup probe agreed on all data taken.
However, the beam density distribution differed. Argon and xenon data
of both cup probes indicated the peak exhaust beam current density
occurred at points 3.2 cm either side of the ion source center line.
A xenon data trace, seen in figure 3-3, showed two maxima, one 2 per-
cent greater than the oth:r, with the beam central region density 6
percent less than their average, which was in good agreement with
f
Langmuir probe data from the same test. The slit probe trace did not
show a "hollow" beam but the ion current density maxima did occur 4
degrees off center in the same direction as the greater of the maxima.
Beam flatness calculations using the greatest current density and 99
percent of the collected be gun found a 0.400 ampere argon beam had a
flatness ratio of 0.515 and 0.530 at 22 and 30 cm, respectively. A
second argon test with 0.649 ampere corrected beam had a flatness
3-19
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ratio of 0.576 and 0.585 for the near and far probes with electrode
potentials of 900 and 400 volts. If 95 percent of the collected
beam was used instead, the calculated flatness increased to 0.691
ind 0.711 for the 0.649 ampere beam. Xenon beam flatness was cal-
culated from data collected during 0.404 ampere test with screen
and accelerator potentials of 9C. volt and 400 volt, respectively.
Using 99 percent of the collected bean, flatness was found to be
0.657 and 0.677 at 22 and 30 cm, respectively. Repeating the cal-
culations for the same data trace using 95 percent of the collected
beam found a beam flatness of 0.763 and 0.784 at 22 and 30 cm from
the accel. The data presented above indicated a fairly uniform beam
cross section for the noncompensated ion optics used in source
testing.
3.6 DISCHARGF PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS
Langmuir probe data were plotted on semi-log and cartesian graphs
and evaluated using the method described by Strickfaden and Geiler,l6
In this approach the second derivative of the linear graph way
derived by construction and used to separate the energies and densi-
ties of th- Maxwellian and primary electron populations. Figure 3-4
displays the graph of data collected during a 53 volt argon test and
the curve derived from the linear graph of the same data. Plasma
characteristics derived from the 53 volt argon test are presented in
table 3-7 and the Maxwellian distribution is shown in figure 3-5.
Table 3-7 lists the electron density values used to produce figure
3-5 along with other operational characteristics of the plasma
derived by the same method. Primary electron energy was found to
aalways be negative of the applied anode potential with a density
approximately one-third that of the Maxwellian electrons. The
derived plasma or space potentials were found to be negative with
respect to the anode potential in all cases.
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The Maxwellian electron density depicted in figure 3-5 showed axial
and radial variation which were typical of taost m3derate impedance
argon plasm-is measured. Axially, the maximum electron densit y went
from 2 . 12 x 10 11 in the plane of anode number two to U.73 x 1011
electron / cm3 in the plane of number five. Radial variation in elec-
tron density were seen in the plane of each anode. In the plane of
the second anode, closest to the extraction grids, the maximum den-
sity occurred 3.02 cm from the discharge chamber center line and was
7 percent greater than the density closer to the axis and 40 percent
greater than the densit y directly upstream of the outermost extrac-
tion grid holes.
Table 3-8 and figure 3 -6 show the p lasma operational quali,ies
derived from a second argon test with 1.37 times the cathode mabs
flow of the previous test. Increases in the cathode mass flow pro-
duced reductions in discharge impedance and in Maxwell and primary
electron energies and densities. Plasma potentials were found to be
negative of the anode potential in all measurements.
i
Langmuir probe test results uncovered several interesting features	
(^
of IMESC discharge operation. The axial plasma densit y
 gradient seen	 3
in both tests discussed was found to be in fair agreement with a
gradient calculated from the MESC diffusion current relationship and
associated anode magnetic fields. It war pointed o ►► t in an earlier
section, different magnetic fields were needed to attain a uniform
electron current density to the boundary anodes. Using these fields
and their respective diffusion currents, it was possible to calculate
the plasma densities close to the anodes. 'rhe ratio in the densities
	
i
between anode number two and anodes three, four, and five were found
to be 0.85, 0.73, and 0.64. Using the result derived from the Lang-
muir probe data collected 5.54 cm from the centerline in the plane of
the same anodes, the electron densit y
 ratios were 1.13, 0.79, and
0.60. the ratio of electron densit y
 was assumed approximately equal
the plasma density.
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As noted on the previous page the plasma density in the central
region was slightly lower than a point half way between the dis-
charge chamber central region and the outside holes in the ion optic
grids. The "hollow beam" profile was partly confirmed with Faraday
probe measurements. The trace of the be?un cross section collected
by a cup probe found peak current det,eity occur-'-d at points either
side of the bean centerline. Comparing the plasma characteristics
and beam profile of the same test found the plasma center-to-peak
density vatted by 7 percent and the beam current density by b per-
cent. However, the peak plasma density occurred 3.02 cm from the
centerline and the peak beam current 3.34 cm from the centerline
22 cm downstream of the accel or an implied 2 degree half-tingle
spread.
The average-to-peak beam current density and ion densit y
 were cal-
culated from data collected during the 53 volt argon discharge test
discussed previously in this section. These calculations found the
flatness ratio of the be:un current density was 0.70, 22 cm down-
stream of the accel grid and the flatness ratio of the ion density
was 0.88 in the plane of the second anode. Assuming the ion density
distribution was similar to that at the scroen grid 2.0 cm further
downstream this implies it
	 flatter beam profile could have been
realized by using compensated optics.
Plasma probe test results found the plasma potential was a few volts
negative of th;: .mode throughout the volume in which data were col-
lected. This was first hypothesized by Moore in the original
derivation of the MESC concept. Ile showed plasma viscosity inter-
action of the MESC design produced a discharge plasma a few volts
negative of the applied anode potential. This reduced recombination
losses by
 reflecting more ions from the plasma boundary back into
the discharge.
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SECTION 4
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
	
'	 I
I
1	 ,
{	 The inert gas ion source program conclusively demonstrated that the
MESC discharge chamber design is capable of efficient operation
with either of the two gases tested. Under thisI	 g	 program greater
r
argon and xenon mass utilization were achieved at lower e'//ion than
has been previously reported in the published literature.
I
! Improved source performance was achieved by optimizing boundary anode
position and the baffle disk geometry and using SHAG state-of-the-art
opticr. The 12 cm MESC discharge chamber used for these tests was
converted from mercury to inert gas operation by relocating the bound- 	 t
ary anodes as indicated by MESC theory and by changing the cathode
baffle geometry. Argon was used for optimization as argon discharge
performance was found to be the more sensitive to anode placement.
After optimization, tests were conducted with xenon alone and with
xenon and argon in mixed mode, where argon was fed through the main
feed and xenon through the cathode.
I	
Several prooes were used to measure beam current profile and d.s ,^harge	 I
'	 chamber plasma characteristics. Faraday cup beam probes traversed the
beam envelope 22 and 30 cm downstream of the accel grid. Probe position
	
• ^^_	 and ion current signals were recorded with a x-y plotter. Plasma	 I
characteristics were measured point-bv-point by a Langmuir probe in the
plane of the four anode structures.1
Double and single charged components of the exhaust beam were deter-
mined with a time-of-flight collector. The collector measured the
time required for an interruption in the ion beam to travel from the
ion source to the collector. Double and single charged ion current 	 l
4-1
L^ f^
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velocity differences were used to determine the percentages of each
	 !^
present in the beam.
p_1
Preliminary cathode tests in a small vacuum system were used to evalu-
ate several inert gas cathode designs. Emphasis was placed on devel-
oping reliable electrical isolation of the keeper hardware and achiev-
ing maximum cathode electron emission current at minimum mass flow and
temperature. Tests were conducted with 3.2 mm diameter cathodes using
orifice diameters ranging from 0.36 to 0.64 mm. Long term keeper iso-
lation was enhanced by masking the insulator eurfaees from the keeper
discharge region.
	 [[
r	 1
Cathode electron emission current in spot mode was found to increase
i
with argon gas flow rate. This operational relationship was indepen-
dent of orifice diameter. Gas flow rates produced the same emission
current in all orifices tested. Changes in orifice diameter affected
the flow rate necessary to achieve spot mode or tc initiate discharge.
The orifice size also affected the operational temperature observed at
different emission currents. 'rest results showed cathodes functioned
as a classic blackbody raaiator where the orifice area was inversely 	 ^l
	
►
proportional to the fourth power of temperature. For a particular
iorifice diameter, the cathode operational temperature was directly
j	 proportional to the electron emission. These temperature-emission
current relationships were confirmed with an ion source cathode test. 	 i
Ion source performance was optimized by changing boundary anode posi-
tion and baffle disk geometry. :argon .lass utilization efficiencies
of b5 to 77 percent were achieved at keeper-plus-main discharge energy
	 !
consumptions of 200 to 457 eV/ion, respectively. Xenon operation was
found to be less sensitive to boundar y anode placement and 84 to yb
percent mass utilizatiors at 203 and 350 eV/ion were achieved. Mixed
mode performance of the ion source was similar to argon, producing 65
to 71 percent mass efficiencies at 297 '.o 346 eV/ion.
	 f
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Different -_dthode to main feed ratios were necessar y to achieve the
desired plasma impedance at 10 to 15 ohms with the various gases.
Argon operation needed a ca p:bode flow late 30 to 40 percent of the
total while xenon and mined mode required 7 to 10 percent.
The test data were corrected for double charged ions and neutral atom
backstreaming. The backstreaming neutral flux was calculated from
the kinetic theory of gases. The flux ingested into the discharge was
the product of the open accel area and the flux incident on its sur-
face. Without these corrections the mass utilization efficiency would
appear to be 5 percent higher than the true value and the eV/ion would
be reduced proportionally.
E	 to;i beam profiles deducei from plasma and beam probe data showed the
argon and xenon have fairly uniform crossections . Both argon and xenon
were found to have average-to-peak plasma density ratios of .8b inside
the discharge chamber. Beam flatness average-to-peak measured in the
ion beam were found to average 0.70 for argon and 0.77 for xenon dur-
ing the same tests. Use of compensated opt i cs could he expected to
increase the heam flatness further.
Since the 12 cm hexagonal chamber was developed V years ago improve-
ments have been made in MISC design. Comparing cesium performance with
this same hex chamber and a more advanced, hemispherical, MESC design
of the same size found it 20 percent improvement in perfounance, thus a
similar improvement could be expected using inert gases in the advanced
discharge chamber.
1
I
Future development s:iould stresti the use of the more advanced design
MESC chamber and explore the impact of producing a larger chamber with
:a more fivorahle surface-to-volume ratio.
i'
I,
I
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